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  ELVY USMIRAWATI 

SMANU MH. THAMRIN JAKARTA 

 

PROJECT TITLE:  
 

ENHANCING LEARNER’S AUTONOMY IN ENGLISH 

LEARNING: 
PROJECT BASED LEARNING ON LEARNER’S OWN 

MODULE 
  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

  

 TO PURSUE STUDENTS’ ENGLISH LEARNING HIGH PERFORMANCE  

 
1. Gaining a Structured and Well-Organized English Learning Program Involving 

Four Stages (Planning, Acting, Evaluating, Reflecting). By the use of Project Based 

Learning design, this English class runs more efficient and more effective. It covers all 

learning stages namely: building knowledge of the field, modelling of the text, joint 

construction, and independent construction of the genre. 

 

2. Optimizing The Use Of Information and Communication Technology (ICT).  

Those are Blog, Google Classroom, Email, Padlet, Youtube. ICT as a tool and media of 

delivering and transferring information among teachers and students.   

 

3. Exploring Multi Strategies Learning Process (Collaborative Learning, Project 

Based Learning, Portfolios, Poster). It is potentially motivating, stimulating, 

empowering, and challenging tasks. It results in building student confidence, self-

esteem, and autonomy as well as improving students’ language skills, content 

learning, and cognitive abilities. 

 

https://youtu.be/f7xDfl4zMiI 

https://youtu.be/f7xDfl4zMiI
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4. Creating Learner’s Own Module. Since modules use active rather than passive 

learning experiences, students may be more engaged, understand real-world 

applications of the concepts and further develop higher-order cognitive abilities. The 

freedom to decide and explore the materials needed to be learned by students and the 

need to follow students’ passion are the main goals of this project.  

                                                     

SCHOOL/INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT   
Location SMA Negeri Unggulan MH. Thamrin  

 

Levels Senior High School  

Student Population 264 

Staff Population 89 

Year School Founded 2009 

Type Prominent School 
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TRANSFORMATIONAL ACTION PLAN  
 

Kindly to say that students I face now are very special. They are gifted students since the IQ score 

of them at least 130. With such condition, I find a challenge to run my own daily teaching more 

effective and efficient, challenging and inspiring.  I try to arrange my lesson plan well so that it 

can meet the students’ need. By using project based learning design, English class wrapped 

harmoniously as it takes a month for the composing the students’ module and a semester to be 

manifested well.  My full passionate lesson plan delivered to all my students by the advance of 

technology such as blog, email, youtube, and padlet as ones of the advance technologies for 

education in 21 century learning. 

 

This fabulous idea was triggered by the update condition found at my school namely:  

1. Students have many subjects to be learnt every day, just to reduce the need of printed 

material, so we need paperless material.  

2. Students are very talented and have a high potential competency. 

3. To overcome the space and time limitation of learning hours. 

4. This school of hard science often participates to competition or championship cause the 

students’ attendance to the class is shortage. 

5. Students prefer to learn natural science more actively than social science. 

 

Those phenomena insist me to manifest a boastful formula. Such as gaining a structured and 

well-organized English learning program, optimizing the use of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) in class, exploring multi strategies learning process. The ultimate achievement 

of my formula is challenge my students to compose their own module as it can free their passion 

and facilitate their autonomy in learning.  

 

In his book, Teaching by Principles, Douglas Brown (2007) says that successful mastery of a 

foreign language will depend to a great extent on learner’s autonomous ability both to take 

initiative in the classroom and to continue their journey to success beyond the classroom and the 

teacher (p.71) and group work promotes learner responsibility and autonomy (p. 225). I firmly 

believe that it aligns to my perspective.  
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Also, in Merrill Harmin & Melanie Toth (2006) book entitled “Inspiring Active Learning” pursue 

in terminology “Homework sharing pairs, Homework self-correcting, Homework hearing time, 

Credit for completing homework.” It can be a stimulation for directing students to complete the 

task on module as these idea of homework in line with collaborative and encouraging methods 

of learning.  

 

In recent years, increasing numbers of language teachers have turned to content-based 

instruction and project work to promote meaningful student engagement with language and 

content of learning. Through this, students develop language skills while becoming more 

knowledgeable citizens of the world. By integrating project work into content-based classrooms, 

teacher create vibrant learning environments that require active students’ involvement, 

stimulate higher-level thinking skills, and give students responsibility for their own learning. 

Teacher distances herself from teacher-dominated instruction and move toward creating a 

student community of inquiry involving authentic communication, cooperative learning, 

collaboration, and problem solving.  

 

Project Based Learning is a student-centered pedagogy that involves a dynamic classroom 

approach in which it is believed that students acquire a deeper knowledge through active 

exploration of real-world challenges and problems (https://en.m.wikipedia.org 5/8/2018). 

Students learn about a subject by working for an extended period of time to investigate and 

respond to a complex question, challenge, or problem. It is a style of active learning and inquiry-

based learning. PBL contrasts with paper-based, rote memorization, or teacher-led instruction 

that presents established facts or portrays a smooth path to knowledge by instead posing 

questions, problems or scenarios. 

 

Thomas Markham (2011) describes Project-Based Learning (PjBL) thus: "PjBL integrates 

knowing and doing. Students learn knowledge and elements of the core curriculum, but also 

apply what they know to solve authentic problems and produce results that matter. PjBL 

students take advantage of digital tools to produce high quality, collaborative products. PjBL 

refocuses education on the student, not the curriculum—a shift mandated by the global world, 

which rewards intangible assets such as drive, passion, creativity, empathy, and resiliency. 

These cannot be taught out of a textbook, but must be activated through experience. 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/
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Proponents of project-based learning cite numerous benefits to the implementation of its 

strategies in the classroom – including a greater depth of understanding of concepts, broader 

knowledge base, improved communication and interpersonal/social skills, 

enhanced leadership skills, increased creativity, and improved writing skills. Another definition 

of project-based learning includes a type of instruction, where students work together to solve 

real-world problems in their schools and communities. Successful problem-solving often 

requires students to draw on lessons from several disciplines and apply them in a very practical 

way. The promise of seeing a very real impact becomes the motivation for learning.  

 

In K-12 education, project-based learning has evolved as a method of instruction that addresses 

core content through rigorous, relevant, hands-on learning. Projects tend to be more open-

ended than problem-based learning, giving students more choice when it comes to 

demonstrating what they know. Unlike projects that are tacked on at the end of "real" learning, 

the projects in PjBL are the centerpiece of the lesson. Projects are typically framed with open-

ended questions that drive students to investigate, do research, or construct their own 

solutions. For example: How can student enjoy the lesson by challenging them to create their 

own way of study and their own learning material? How can students use technology tools much 

as professionals do -- to communicate, collaborate, conduct research, analyze, create, and 

publish their own work for authentic audiences? Instead of using text book prescribed by 

teacher, for instance, students might do a project on composing a module, post them on a blog 

or other social media, and invite responses from a partner class in another city or country. 

 

In education, the term "module" refers to an instructional unit that focuses on a particular topic. 

Although the details and activities vary according to the specific context, such as course and 

student level, most educational modules include information about the topic, focus on student-

centered learning activities and culminate in a project for students to demonstrate 

understanding. 

 

I strongly believe that the students’ own module is a brilliant solution to fulfill my English 

learning needs in a form of Project based learning method. By using the advance of technology 

in education as a media and a tool to transform information, knowledge and science, it is a 

correct problem solving chosen.    

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creativity
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/pbl-how-to-write-driving-questions-andrew-miller
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/pbl-how-to-write-driving-questions-andrew-miller
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GANTT CHART  
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EVIDENCE OF TRANSFORMATION   
 

Here is the steps of the learning using Project-Based learning method. It is implemented 

continuously.  

 

                                   
 

 

The list of learning activities below shows the integration of selected learning experiences gain 

by students in align to cognitive level and psychomotor achievements as well as the building 

character. While exploring the project, students improve their listening and note-taking skills, 

reading proficiency, accuracy and fluency in speaking, writing abilities, study skills, and critical 

thinking skills. The objectives of the implementation are: 

1. To encourage students to use language to learn something new about topics of interest. 

2. To prepare students to learn subject matter through English. 

3. To expose students to content from a variety of informational sources to help them 

improve their academic language and study skills. 
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4. To provide students with contextualized resources for understanding language and 

content. 

5. To stimulate the rigors of academic courses in a sheltered environment. 

6. To promote students’ self-reliance an engagement with learning. 

  

 

NO 

 

LEARNING STEPS 

 

ACTIVITES 

 

LANGUAGE 

SKILLS USED 

 

RESOURCES 

NEEDED 

1 DECIDE THE THEME 
OF PROJECT 

• Class divided into 
some small groups 
@3 students.  

• Each group gets one 
topic/basic 
competence must be 
completed as their 
project. 

• The list of topics is 
broadcasted on 
blog/google 
classroom. 

 
 
 

Primary skills: 
Speaking 
(negotiating, 
brainstorming) 
 
Listening 
Reading 
 
Sub-skills: 
Research 
Analysis (critical 
thinking) 
Synthesis (critical 
thinking) 
Negotiation 
 
 
 

A computer or 
gadget with 
internet 
access 
 
Desks/tables 
arranged for 
conversation 
groups 

2 CONSTRUCT THE 
PROJECT DESIGN  

• Group discussing  
• Brainstorming 

Primary skills: 
Speaking 
(negotiating, 
brainstorming) 
 
Listening 
Reading 
 
Sub-skills: 
Research 
Analysis (critical 
thinking) 
Synthesis (critical 
thinking) 
Negotiation 
Computer skill 
 

A computer or 
gadget with 
internet 
access 
 
Desks/tables 
arranged for 
conversation 
groups 
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3 MAKE A SCHEDULE 
OF PROJECT 
COMPLETING 

• Analyzing the topic  
• Plotting time 

allocation 
• Organizing member’ 

s background 
performance 

Primary skills: 
Speaking 
(negotiating, 
brainstorming) 
 
Listening 
Reading 
 
Sub-skills: 
Research 
Analysis (critical 
thinking) 
Synthesis (critical 
thinking) 
Negotiation 
 
 

A computer or 
gadget with 
internet 
access 
 
Desks/tables 
arranged for 
conversation 
groups 

4 IMPLEMENT THE 
PROJECT AND 
FACILITATE 
STUDENTS’ TASK 

• Collaborative work 
• Enhancing students’ 

potential 
performance 

• Group and individual 
assessment of 
process 

• Teacher’s role as 
facilitator and critical 
friend 

Primary skills: 
Speaking 
(negotiating, 
brainstorming) 
Writing 
Listening 
Reading 
 
Sub-skills: 
Research 
Analysis (critical 
thinking) 
Synthesis (critical 
thinking) 
Negotiation 
 
 

A computer or 
gadget with 
internet 
access 
 
Desks/tables 
arranged for 
conversation 
groups 

5 WRITE THE REPORT 
OF PROJECT AND 
PRESENT IT 

• synthetizing final 
outcome 

• triangulation of data 
• peer-assessment 
• editing  
• presenting 

Primary skills: 
Writing 
Speaking  
Listening 
Reading 
 
Sub-skills: 
Public speaking 
Composing a 
report 

A computer or 
gadget with 
internet 
access 
 
Desks/tables 
arranged for 
composing the 
report 
 
Stage to 
present the 
project orally 
LCD  
Paper 
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6 EVALUATE THE 
PROCESS AND 
PRODUCT OF 
PROJECT 

• self-correction 
• self-evaluation 
• teacher’s support 
• teacher’s 

evaluation 

Primary skills: 
Speaking 
(negotiating, 
brainstorming) 
 
Listening 
writing 
 
Sub-skills: 
Research 
Analysis (critical 
thinking) 
Cross-cultural 
communication 
 

A computer or 
gadget with 
internet 
access 
 
Desks/tables 
arranged for 
conversation 
groups and 
individual 
support 

 

                            
 

 

These are the visual of blog and padlet used to facilitate students’ performance in composing 

their own module. All groups of students must share their process and product of the project on 

module on this blog and padlet. Each of them has an opportunity to give comments, criticize, 

support, contribute each other. They do as critical friends. All students must be active to discuss 

and collaborate in available space for them in this device.   
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Here are the pictures of learning process. It took not only in class but also out of class such as 

garden, library, meeting room, auditorium, and other sites at school. These sites inspired them 

to think freely in many perspectives. It also enhanced them to work collaboratively very much.   

 

                         
 

Composing a module is not a simple task to do, especially for Senior High School students. They 

search, find, analyze, evaluate and decide the materials, the exercises, the evaluation part and 

also design the lay out the module appearance. This kind of activities stimulate cognitive skills, 

psychomotor, and attitude as well. It influenced students’ character very much.  
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Teacher’s role in this project are facilitator, mentor, motivator and critical friend. By guiding, 

students are exposed to media and tool of learning, resources of data, collecting data method, 

selecting authentic materials, and groupwork performances.     

 

The authentic materials are good tools for language learning because they: are interesting, use 

real language, can be chosen for individual interests, illustrate accurate use of language in the 

target culture, and helps students get as much information as they can from material they don’t 

quite understand. 

 

It was a group research project requiring integrated skills. More knowledgeable students 

mentored their peers in group. Students gathered together materials from sources such as 

brochures, maps, newspapers, magazines, and the internet. Individual students were 

responsible for different parts of the album and included information about the sources for all 

the pictures and information they collected.   

 

All the activities done in this project class cover some beneficial things namely: practice language 

skills, learn research skills, motivate students to use language for an authentic, purposeful 

activity, foster a sense of school community. 
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Gaining a Structured and Well-Organized English Learning Program Involving Four Stages 

(Planning, Acting, Evaluating, Reflecting). By the use of Project Based Learning design, this 

English class runs more challenging and motivating. It covers all learning stages namely: 

building knowledge of the field, modelling of the text, joint construction, and independent 

construction of the genre. All the steps give a chance to students to explore the learning by 

themselves or guided by teacher. 
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The material of this module covers the element of language namely genre, grammar, 

conversational gambits, functions, notions, and language skills: listening, speaking, reading and 

writing. The activities constructed in the module involving productive and receptive skills. 

Starting from the decision of project design, making a group work facilitated by teacher, and 

presenting the map of concept until finalizing the content done seriously by students.  
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LEARNING STRATEGY 

 

POINT TO FOCUS 

 
Clear learning target 

 

The final outcome of learning is an ultimate goal must 

be fulfilled by the whole class  

Specific levels of excellence 

 

Deciding the level of achievement stimulates high 

students’ performances 

Presentation for task 

 

All the activities recorded well and must be shown as a 

proof of learning process 

Discovery lesson 

 

Students are triggered by challenging questions and 

tasks 

Cooperative reading groups 

 

Collaborative learning as the key of project goal 

Productive discussion 

 

Every students must be responsible for their own part 

or task 

Paper exchange 

 

Critical friends needed as a tool to enhance the process 

and result of learning 

Student self - evaluation 

 

Students must realize that the project belongs to them 

and do some checks to improve it 

Class tutors 

 

Peer learning and peer assessment are the machines to 

drive the project to come to the target 

Right, responsibility, rewards 

 

Learning reinforcement always comes along with the 

process 

Strenght-building challengers  

(personal, group) 

 

Constructing challenging project builds strong 

challengers 

Dignifying grading practice 

 

Cognitive level treatments 

High achievement comments 

 

Motivating students’ performance 

Self-selected learning reports 

 

The autonomy of students as learner is a part of success 
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The Project Assessment Rubric on learners’ own module below shows 4 components are 

assessed by teacher. Those are Planning, Collecting data, Teamwork performance, and 

Presenting the final outcome of project orally and written.  
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Student’ own module: PASSIVE VOICE 
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CRITICAL REFLECTIONS  
  

School curriculum, learning methods, media used and assessment of learning must be student-

centered, relevant, constructive, and interdisciplinary. It should develop innovation, creativity, 

and 21
st

 Century skills through deep learning. Content must be digital and shared widely.  As the 

latest research show that student-centered learning is the best angle to be chosen by the teacher. 

As the subject of learning, student must be prepared to be the one responsible for his 

learning. Teacher should think that all the activities done at class designed to enable student to 

reach the goal of learning in all competencies: knowledge, skill, and attitude.  

 

Information, Media and Technology Skills.  As we know, today we live in a technology and 

media-suffused environment with: access to an abundance of information, rapid changes in 

technology tools, and the ability to collaborate and make individual contributions on an 

unprecedented scale. To be effective in this century, students must be equipped by the 

competency of the wise use of the advance of technology. This is to be one of my considerations 

to design my teaching process. More than that, information literacy and media literacy are other 

aspects to be in my thought.  

 

The use of web to share the syllabus and the things related to it gives many advantages such 

as: as a media to control the learning process for teacher, student, school, parents and other stake 

holder, as a tool to share information about the school life, learning result, test, assessment and 

evaluation. It is also used as a media for teacher, student, teacher, and parents’ feedback.  

 

In align with the theory of this pragmatic field: composing a module as final outcome of project 

based learning method, Confucius and Aristotle were early proponents of learning by doing. 

Socrates modeled how to learn through questioning, inquiry, and critical thinking -- all strategies 

that remain very relevant in today's Project Based Learning classrooms. Fast-forward to John 

Dewey, 20th-century American educational theorist and philosopher, and heard a ringing 

endorsement for learning that's grounded in experience and driven by student interest. Dewey 

challenged the traditional view of the student as a passive recipient of knowledge (and the 

teacher as the transmitter of a static body of facts). He argued instead for active experiences that 
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prepare students for ongoing learning about a dynamic world. As Dewey pointed out, "Education 

is not preparation for life; education is life itself." 

 

Maria Montessori launched an international movement during the 20th century with her 

approach to early-childhood learning. She showed through example that education happens "not 

by listening to words but by experiences upon the environment." The Italian physician and child-

development expert pioneered learning environments that foster capable, adaptive citizens and 

problem solvers. 

 

A number of trends have contributed to the adoption of project-based learning as a 21st-century 

strategy for education. Cognitive scientists have advanced our understanding of how we learn, 

how we develop expertise, and how we begin to think at a higher level. Fields ranging from 

neuroscience to social psychology have contributed to our understanding of what conditions 

create the best environment for learning. Culture, context, and the social nature of learning all 

have a role in shaping the learner's experience. These insights help to explain the appeal of PjBL 

for engaging diverse learners. 

 

Another trend that is fueling interest in this project is evolving definition of literacy. Learning to 

read is no longer enough. Today's students must to be able to navigate and evaluate a vast store 

of information. This requires fluency in technology along with the development of critical-

thinking skills. This project offers students opportunities not only to make sense of this 

information but also to expand on it with their own contributions, their own autonomy. The ones 

responsible for their learning.  

 

Finally, today's students will face complex challenges when they complete their formal 

education. Knowing how to solve problems, work collaboratively, and think innovatively are 

becoming essential skills -- not only for finding future careers but also for tackling difficult issues 

in local communities and around the world. To respond to these complex demands, composing 

students own module in form of a project based learning is a correct answer.   
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OBSTACLES 

1. Instability of school’s schedule on learning hours effect students’ 

worktime to complete task on time. 

2. Some irresponsible students’ attitude disturb member of the group 

work. 

 

FUTURE PLANS 

1. Improve the previous learning design based on the analysis of this 

project achievement. 

2. Control more actively on the students’ steps of learning. 

3. Involving more critical friends such as other teacher at same school or 

other school, vice principal, lecturer or other instructors. 

4. Publish students’ own module in a form of book or journal formally 

(copy right) 

 


